
 

Essential Cleaning Information 2.22.2018 
Washing Dishes  

1. Scrape any food off bowls/plates into tall trash can by the back window. 
2. In the bathroom utility sink, use the orange 5-gallon bucket to soak and wash bowls and 

plates. Wash thoroughly with Dawn and hot water; rinse. Use the yellow sponges for 
food/water. The bucket is stored on the right lower shelf in the back of the storage area. 

3. Spray water bowls with 10% bleach solution; let stand 3-5 minutes; rinse thoroughly. 
4. Wash cat fountain with Dawn.  Remove filter and motor to rinse.  Spray with bleach solution 

and let stand 3-5 minutes; rinse. 
5. Be sure to rinse all plates, bowls and water fountain thoroughly with hot water. 
6. Stack clean plates and bowls on the top shelf in the walk-in fridge to air dry. 
7. Clean the sink with Ajax or Comet; dump the food catcher if needed. 

 
Cleaning Litter Boxes  
Carefully sanitizing litter boxes is critical to preventing the spread of disease. Clean/sanitize litter 
boxes after the dishes are washed in the utility sink. Remember that all sanitizing agents are 
deactivated by organic debris; boxes must be washed with detergent (Dawn) first, then sanitized 
with bleach.   
All litter boxes need to be sanitized at least twice a week.  In order to keep track of when a litter box 
was sanitized and fresh litter added, we’re using post-it notes to indicate the day that the litter box 
was set out into the room. When you put a cleaned/sanitized litter box out, mark the date on a post-it 
note and stick it to the box. If you see a litter box that has a date more than 2 days prior, dump its 
contents and clean/sanitize it. 
Handle each litter box in the order below.  

1. Clean fridge wire shelves; using a bleach wipe, clean where litter boxes will be stacked on the 
lower shelves. 

2. Take the boxes to the hall area by the back door; scrape them as cleanly as possible into a 
black trash bag. Some boxes might not be soiled; scoop as needed. 

3. When the black trash bag is full of soiled litter, tie it closed and place it in the large garbage 
bin that’s outside the back door. 

4. Lay a clean black trash bag flat on the floor of the bathroom to be used for clean boxes (this 
step can be skipped if there's only 1 box as that can be cleaned/sanitized in the sink). 

5. In the utility sink, wash each box inside, outside and on the bottom thoroughly with Dawn 
detergent and water, then rinse. Use the blue sponges for litter (not the yellow food/water 
ones). 

6. While it's still in the sink, spray the box thoroughly with 10% bleach solution; let sit on floor 
turned upside down on the plastic trash bag for 10 minutes. 

7. Repeat steps 5-6 for all boxes, stacking them up on top of the bag on the floor. 
8. After 10 minutes, again rinse each box thoroughly with hot water; place in the walk-in closet 

on the shelves for clean/sanitized litter boxes to air dry. 
9. Litter scoops should be cleaned and sanitized following the same procedure. 
10. When all litter boxes are cleaned, scrub the utility sink and spray it with bleach solution; let 

stand for 10 minutes then rinse. 
11. The black trash bag that was on the floor can be put on a lower shelf in the walk-in to be 

used for soiled litter the next day. 
12. Do not put the blue sponge back on the same shelf as the cleaned/sanitized litter boxes; keep 

it with the blue dishwashing gloves  
13. All litter boxes must be sanitized when they are soiled with fecal matter, even if it’s been 

fewer than 2 days. 


